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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of Chinese patent Application No. 201610860550X, entitled "METH-
OD AND DEVICE OF REVIEWING SQL" filed on September 28, 2016, the entire content of which is incorporated herein
in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the technical field of database, and particularly to a method, a device, a server
and a storage apparatus of reviewing SQL.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In work of a database, it often needs to review SQL (Structured Query Language) sentences performed by the
database, so as to avoid SQL sentences of poor performance entering into the production system which can result in
decrease in the whole performance of the database. For some data dictionary incomplete information database, such
as MYSQL, Postgres and other database, SQL review in the conventional manner can parse SQL sentences only by
the SQL script to perform some simple review works, and cannot review SQL more deeply, such as SQL execution plan
review, resulting in inaccurate SQL review.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] According to various embodiments of the present disclosure, a method, a device, a server and a storage
apparatus of reviewing SQL are provided.
[0005] A method of reviewing SQL includes:

obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log
data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review template
one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

[0006] A device of reviewing SQL includes:

an obtaining module configured to obtain slow log data;
an extracting module configured to extract a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the
SQL sentence from the slow log data;
a parsing module configured to identify and parse the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
a reviewing module configured to review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review
items in a preset review template one by one to obtain a review result; and
a generating module configured to generate a review result set according to the review result.

[0007] A server includes: a processor and a memory storing computer executable instructions that, when executed
by the processor, cause the processor to perform operations including:

obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log
data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review template
one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

[0008] One or more storage apparatus storing computer executable instructions that, when executed by the one or
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more processors, cause the one or more processors to perform the steps as follows:

obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log
data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review template
one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

[0009] The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the
description below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and
drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] To illustrate the technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art
more clearly, the accompanying drawings for describing the embodiments or the prior art are introduced briefly in the
following. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description are only some embodiments of the present
invention, and persons of ordinary skill in the art can derive other drawings from the accompanying drawings without
creative efforts.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a server in an embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a flow chart of a method of reviewing SQL in an embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a flow chart of a method of performing the review in accordance with review items in a preset review template
in an embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart of establishing and analyzing a baseline in an embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a flow chart of establishing a baseline in an embodiment; and
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a device of reviewing SQL in an embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram of an extracting module in an embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram of a device of reviewing SQL in another embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a block diagram of an establishing module in another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0011] The above objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent by describing
in detail embodiments thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings. It should be understood that these embod-
iments depicted herein are only used to illustrate the present invention and are not therefore to limit the present invention.
[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a server in an embodiment. Referring to Fig. 1, the server includes a processor, a
memory and a network interface connected via a system bus. The processor of the server is configured to provide
calculation and control capabilities to support operation of the entire server. The memory of the server is configured to
store data, instruction codes and the like. In an embodiment, the memory may include a non-transitory storage medium
and a RAM (Random Access Memory). The non-transitory storage medium stores an operating system, a database and
computer executable instructions. The database stores slow log data. The computer executable instructions may be
configured to implement the method of reviewing SQL applied to the server provided in the embodiment. The RAM
provides a running environment to the operating system and the computer executable instructions in the non-transitory
storage medium. The network interface of the server is configured to perform a network communication with an external
terminal by network connection, such as to receive a modified SQL sentence sent by the terminal, return review data to
the terminal. The server may be implemented by an individual server or a server cluster composed by a plurality of
servers. Those skilled in the art can understand that the structure shown in Fig. 1 is only a block diagram of the partial
structure associated with the present solution and does not limit the server to which the present solution is applied, and
the particular server may include more or fewer parts shown in the drawing, or combine certain parts, or have a different
arrangement of parts.
[0013] Referring to Fig. 2, in an embodiment, a method of reviewing SQL is provided, which can be applied to the
server shown in Fig. 1. The method includes the following steps:
In step S210, slow log data is obtained.
[0014] The server can obtain slow log data from the target database with incomplete data dictionary information, for
example, MySQL, Postgres and other target databases, by means of an external linking table, wherein the slow log data
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refers to the slow query log data. The SQL sentence query which exceeds the specified time in the database is called
"slow query". The slow log data records SQL sentences which exceed the specified time, and the related data generated
when SQL sentences are executed such as the log time, the storage location, the execution time, the executor number.
[0015] In step S220, a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence are
extracted from the slow log data.
[0016] The server can extract the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL
sentence to be reviewed which is required to review the SQL sentence from the obtained slow log data. The basic
information can be extracted according to a review item in the preset review template. The basic information may include
the number of executions, the total execution time, the execution operation, the execution cost, and the like. By extracting
the SQL sentence to be reviewed from the slow log data, the SQL sentence is filtered. The SQL sentence of good
performance is filtered according to the execution time of the SQL sentence. The SQL sentence of poor performance
which exceeds the specified time is reviewed.
[0017] In an embodiment, the step S220 of extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched
with the SQL sentence from the slow log data includes (a) and (b):
(a) the slow log data is analyzed according to a preset format and a slow log data list is generated.
The server can analyze the slow log data and extract data in the slow log data according to the preset format. The preset
format can be set according to the actual requirements. For example, if the preset format can include the field name,
the field type and the field content, then each field name, the field type and the field content corresponding to the field
name are extracted in the slow log data. The slow log data list can be generated from the data extracted from the slow
log data according to the preset format. The format content of the slow log data list corresponds to the preset format
and the extracted data. For example, the slow log data list can be shown in Table 1:

Wherein, log time is the log time, user name is the user name, database name is the database name, userid is the user
number, calls is the number of executions, total_time is the total execution time. It can be understood that the content
and format of the slow log data list is not limited to the content and format shown in Table 1.
(b) the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL sentence are extracted from the
slow log data list according to the field name in the slow log data list.
[0018] The server can extract the field name "query" in the slow log data list, that is to say, the field name serves as
the SQL sentence to be reviewed for the field content of the executed sentence. The corresponding basic information
matched with the SQL sentence is extracted from the slow log data list according to the review item in the preset review
template. For example, if the review item in the preset review template includes the execution time, the filed name "calls"
and the field content "total time" are extracted from the slow log data list as the basic information matched with the SQL
sentence.
[0019] In step S230, the SQL sentence is identified and parsed to obtain a parsed result.
[0020] The server can identify and parse the SQL sentence extracted from the slow log data to obtain the parsed
result which can be identified by the review template. In the embodiment, the SQL tree parsed result can be obtained
after parsing the SQL sentence, which can facilitate reviewing the parsed result in accordance with the review item in
the review template.
[0021] In step S240, the parsed result and/or the basic information are reviewed in accordance with review items in
a preset review template one by one to obtain a review result.
[0022] The preset review template may include an execution plan review template and a SQL grammar review template.
The execution plan review template is configured to review the execution plan of the SQL sentence. In the database, a
SQL sentence indicates the expected data, but it does not indicate how to obtain the expected data. For example, by a
SQL sentence, all customers that live in Shenzhen City can be extracted. When the database in the server receives this
SQL, by calculation the database will choose to read the entire customer table or use the index to obtain data. Finally,

Table 1

field name field type field content

log_ time Timestamp(3)with time zone 20160523

user_name text ZhangSan

database_ name text DB1

userid oid 267975431

calls bigint 5

total_time Double precision 35
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the method of executing the SQL sentence physically is called as the execution plan. The review items of the execution
plan review template may include the slow query, the high cost operation and the like. The SQL grammar review template
is configured to review the syntax and semantics of the SQL sentence itself. The review items of the SQL grammar
review template can include prohibiting from repeating the query clause, prohibiting from appearing "select *" and the
like. The server can review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset
review template one by one to obtain the review result. When any review item in the review template is not satisfied, the
review is not passed, when all review items in the review template are satisfied, the review is passed.
[0023] In step S250, a review result set is generated according to the review result.
[0024] The server can review a plurality of SQL sentences and the basic information matched with each SQL sentence
extracted from the slow log data, and generate the review result set according to the review result. The review result
set may include the SQL number of the reviewed SQL sentence, the database name, the execution time, the command
type, the review status, the illegal items and the like, and the review result set is stored in the review database, wherein
the review status indicates the review result. Number "0", "1" and other numbers or other letters, symbols or the like can
indicate that the review result is not passed or is passed.
[0025] The above method of reviewing SQL extracts the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched
with the SQL sentence from the slow log data, reviews the parsed result obtained by parsing the SQL sentence and the
basic information matched with the SQL sentence. By digging and analyzing the slow log data, the SQL sentence and
the basic information matched with the SQL sentence which can be performed by a SQL deep review can be expanded
from the database with incomplete data dictionary information, so that the SQL review is more targeted and the accuracy
of the SQL review is improved efficiently.
[0026] Referring to Fig. 3, in an embodiment, the step S240 of reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information
in accordance with review items in the preset review template one by one to obtain the review result can include: step
S302 and step S304:
[0027] In step S302, data matched with review items in the execution plan review template in the basic information
are extracted and reviewed in accordance with the review items one by one to obtain the review result.
[0028] The preset review template can include the execution plan review template and the SQL grammar review
template. The execution plan review template is configured to review the execution plan of the SQL sentence. The review
items in the execution plan review template may include items such as the slow query, the high cost operation and the
like. The review content of the slow query is to determine whether the execution time of the SQL sentence is greater
than the preset execution time, for example, whether the execution time is greater than Is (second). The high cost
operation of the review content is to determine whether there is a high cost operation in the SQL sentence, for example,
whether there are operations such as Seq Scan (sequence scan), full table scan and the like. The content reviewed by
review items of the execution plan review template is generally obtained from the basic information matched with the
SQL sentence. For example, whether the review execution time is greater than the preset execution time, it needs to
obtain the total number of executions and the total execution time from the basic information to obtain the average value,
that is, the execution time. It needs to obtain the execution operation in the basic information to review the high cost
operation. Each review item has a unique review item number. When the review is not passed, the unpassed review
item number can be recorded.
[0029] In step S304, the parsed result is analyzed grammatically in accordance with review items in the SQL grammar
review template one by one, and the parsed result and/or the basic information is reviewed according to the analyzed
result to obtain the review result.
[0030] The SQL grammar review template is configured to review the syntax and semantics of the SQL sentence
itself. The review items of the SQL grammar review template may include prohibiting from using "select *", prohibiting
from repeating the query clause, update while prohibiting from using the order by clause, update while must using the
where clause, prohibiting from nesting the select clause, delete while must using the where clause, delete while prohibiting
the order by clause, delete while prohibiting from using the limit clause and the like. The review items of prohibiting from
repeating the query clause can improve the execution efficiency of the SQL sentence. The review items of update while
prohibiting from using the order by clause, delete while prohibiting the order by clause and delete while prohibiting from
using the limit clause can prevent from unnecessary ordering in DML (Data Manipulation Language) process. The review
items of update while must using the where clause and delete while must using the where clause can prevent the full
table lock in the DML process. The SQL tree parsed result is analyzed and reviewed in accordance with each review
item in the SQL grammar review template one by one to obtain the review result.
[0031] Each review item in the preset review template can correspond to different review values to score the reviewed
SQL sentence. When the review item is not passed, the review values corresponding to the unpassed review items will
be deducted from the total review values of the SQL sentence. After the review is completed, the final review value can
be obtained. The performance of the SQL sentence can be clearly obtained by scoring the SQL sentence. For example,
the review data corresponding to the slow query and the high cost operation in the execution plan review template are
1 point and 2 points respectively. The total review value of the SQL sentence is 100 points. If the SQL sentence does
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not satisfy the review items of the slow query, 1 point will be deducted, and the final review value is 99 points.
[0032] In the embodiment, the parsed result obtained by parsing the SQL sentence and/or the basic information
matched with the SQL sentence is reviewed in accordance with the execution plan review template and the SQL grammar
review template one by one. SQL in the database with the incomplete data dictionary information can be reviewed more
deeply, so that the SQL review is more targeted and the accuracy of SQL review can be improved effectively.
[0033] Referring to Fig. 4, in an embodiment, after the step S250 of generating the review result set according to the
review result, the method further includes the following step:
In step S402, a SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed is extracted in the review result set to establish
a SQL baseline.
[0034] The SQL baseline is configured to record data related to the SQL sentence the review result of which is not
passed and the change process of status. The SQL baseline can include the SQL sentence content, the SQL number,
the database name, the user name, the review item number the review result of which is not passed, the review status
and the like. When the SQL baseline is established, the review status is non-pass. When the database administrator
rectifies the SQL sentence, the review status can be modified as pass.
[0035] Referring to Fig. 5, in an embodiment, the step S402 of extracting the SQL sentence the review result of which
is not passed in the review result set to establish the SQL baseline includes:
In step S502, the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed is extracted in the review result set.
[0036] In step S504, a SQL number of the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed and an unpassed
review item number are obtained.
[0037] The server can extract the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set to
establish the SQL baseline, can obtain the SQL sentence content and the SQL number of the SQL sentence the review
result of which is not passed, the database name, the user name, the unpassed review item number and other information.
[0038] In step S506, whether there is a matched SQL baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed review
item number is determined. If yes, the step S508 is performed; or else, the step S510 is performed.
[0039] Each unpassed review item of the SQL sentence can correspond to a unique SQL baseline, that is to say, each
SQL baseline has a unique corresponding SQL number and an unpassed review item number. If there are a plurality of
unpassed review items of the SQL sentence, it needs to establish a plurality of corresponding SQL baselines. After the
server extracts the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set and obtain the SQL
number and the unpassed review item number, it can firstly find in the review database whether there is a corresponding
SQL baseline according to the SQL number. If yes, then it further finds whether there is a SQL baseline matched with
the review item number from the SQL baseline corresponding to the SQL number. If yes, it is not necessary to reestablish
the SQL baseline, and it only needs to modify the review status of the matched SQL baseline as non-pass.
[0040] In step S508, the status of the SQL baseline is marked as non-pass.
[0041] In step S510, the SQL baseline is established according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item
number.
[0042] If there is no SQL baseline matched with the SQL number and the unpassed review item number, then the
SQL baseline is established in the review database according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item number,
and the review status in the SQL baseline is marked as non-pass.
[0043] In step S404, the SQL baseline is analyzed to obtain SQL review data, and the SQL review data is displayed.
[0044] In an embodiment, the server can extract a newly established SQL baseline or a baseline the status of which
is remarked as non-pass at a preset time interval from the review database during a preset time period to obtain the
review data of SQL, such as at one-hour interval, at three-hour interval and the like. The SQL review data can include
the SQL sentence content, the SQL number, the database name, the user name, the review item number the review
result of which is not passed and other contents, and can be displayed by the terminal. The database administrator can
modify the SQL sentence according to the displayed SQL review data to make it conform to the review item. After
modification is completed, the review status of the SQL baseline can be modified according to the modified result. If the
review item of the SQL sentence the review result is not passed has been modified, the review status of the SQL baseline
matched with the modified review item number can be marked as pass. In other embodiments, a baseline report may
be generated at a time period, for example, a baseline daily report is generated and a baseline monthly report is generated.
All newly generated SQL baselines and the SQL baselines the review statuses of which have been modified are recorded
in the baseline report during the time period, so that the database administrator is convenient to understand changes
in the SQL baseline in the review database.
[0045] In the embodiment, the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed is extracted in the review result
set to establish the SQL baseline, so that the database administrator is convenient to modify the SQL sentence the
review result of which is not passed in the database, which improves the efficiency of SQL review work efficiently, and
facilitates enhancing data processing performance of the database.
[0046] Referring to Fig. 6, in an embodiment, a device of reviewing SQL is provided. The device includes an obtaining
module 610, an extracting module 620, a parsing module 630, a reviewing module 640 and a generating module 650.
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[0047] The obtaining module 610 is configured to obtain slow log data.
[0048] The server can obtain slow log data from the target database with incomplete data dictionary information, for
example, MySQL, Postgres and other target databases, by the way of an external linking table, wherein the slow log
data refers to the slow query log data. The SQL sentence query which exceeds the specified time in the database is
called "slow query". The slow log data records SQL sentences which exceed the specified time, and the related data
generated when SQL sentences are executed such as the log time, the storage location, the execution time, the executor
number and the like.
[0049] The extracting module 620 is configured to extract a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information
matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log data.
[0050] The server can extract the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL
sentence to be reviewed which is required to review the SQL sentence from the obtained slow log data. The basic
information can be extracted according to a review item in the preset review template. The basic information may include
the number of executions, the total execution time, the execution operation, the execution cost, and the like. By extracting
the SQL sentence to be reviewed from the slow log data, the SQL sentence is filtered. The SQL sentence of good
performance is filtered according to the execution time of the SQL sentence. The SQL sentence of poor performance
which exceeds the specified time is reviewed.
[0051] Referring to Fig. 7, in an embodiment, the extracting module 620 includes a list generation unit 622 and an
information extraction unit 624.
[0052] The list generation unit 622 is configured to analyze the slow log data according to a preset format and generate
a slow log data list.
[0053] The server can analyze the slow log data and extract data in the slow log data according to the preset format.
The preset format can be set according to the actual requirements. For example, if the preset format can include the
field name, the field type and the field content, then each field name, the field type and the field content corresponding
to the field name are extracted in the slow log data. The slow log data list can be generated from the data extracted from
the slow log data according to the preset format. The format content of the slow log data list corresponds to the preset
format and the extracted data. For example, the slow log data list can be shown in Table 1; wherein, log_time is the log
time, user_name is the user name, database_name is the database name, userid is the user number, calls is the number
of executions, total_time is the total execution time. It can be understood that the content and format of the slow log data
list are not limited to the content and format shown in Table 1.
[0054] The information extraction unit 624 is configured to extract the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic
information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log data list according to a field name in the slow log data list.
[0055] The server can extract the field name "query" in the slow log data list, that is to say, the field name serves as
the SQL sentence to be reviewed for the field content of the executed sentence. The corresponding basic information
matched with the SQL sentence is extracted from the slow log data list according to the review item in the preset review
template. For example, if the review item in the preset review template includes the execution time, the filed name "calls"
and the field content "total time" are extracted from the slow log data list as the basic information matched with the SQL
sentence.
[0056] The parsing module 630 is configured to identify and parse the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result.
[0057] The server can identify and parse the SQL sentence extracted from the slow log data to obtain the parsed
result which can be identified by the review template. In the embodiment, the SQL tree parsed result can be obtained
after parsing the SQL sentence, which can facilitate reviewing the parsed result in accordance with the review item in
the review template.
[0058] The reviewing module 640 is configured to review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance
with review items in a preset review template one by one to obtain the review result.
[0059] The preset review template may include an execution plan review template and a SQL grammar review template.
The execution plan review template is configured to review the execution plan of the SQL sentence. In the database, a
SQL sentence indicates the expected data, but it does not indicate how to obtain the expected data. For example, by a
SQL sentence, all customers that live in Shenzhen City can be extracted. When the database in the server receives this
SQL, by calculation the database will choose to read the entire customer table or use the index to obtain data. Finally,
the method of executing the SQL sentence physically is called as the execution plan. The review items of the execution
plan review template may include the slow query, the high cost operation and the like. The SQL grammar review template
is configured to review the syntax and semantics of the SQL sentence itself. The review items of the SQL grammar
review template can include prohibiting from repeating the query clause, prohibiting from appearing "select *" and the
like. The server can review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset
review template one by one to obtain the review result. When any review item in the review template is not satisfied, the
review is not passed. When all review items in the review template are satisfied, the review is passed.
[0060] The generating module 650 is configured to generate a review result set according to the review result.
[0061] The server can review a plurality of SQL sentences and the basic information matched with each SQL sentence
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extracted from the slow log data, and generate the review result set according to the review result. The review result
set may include the SQL number of the reviewed SQL sentence, the database name, the execution time, the command
type, the review status, the illegal items and the like, and the review result set is stored in the review database, wherein
the review status indicates the review result. Number "0", "1" and other numbers or other letters, symbols or the like can
indicate that the review result is not passed or is passed.
[0062] The above method of reviewing SQL extracts the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched
with the SQL sentence from the slow log data; reviews the parsed result obtained by parsing the SQL sentence and the
basic information matched with the SQL sentence. By digging and analyzing the slow log data, the SQL sentence and
the basic information matched with the SQL sentence which can be performed by a SQL deep review can be expanded
from the database with incomplete data dictionary information, so that the SQL review is more targeted and the accuracy
of the SQL review is improved efficiently.
[0063] In an embodiment, the reviewing module 640 is further configured to extract and review data matched with
review items in the execution plan review template in the basic information in accordance with the review items one by
one to obtain the review result.
[0064] The preset review template can include the execution plan review template and the SQL grammar review
template. The execution plan review template is configured to review the execution plan of the SQL sentence. The review
items in the execution plan review template may include items such as the slow query, the high cost operation and the
like. The review content of the slow query is to determine whether the execution time of the SQL sentence is greater
than the preset execution time. For example, whether the execution time is greater than Is (second). The high cost
operation of the review content is to determine whether there is a high cost operation in the SQL sentence. For example,
whether there are operations such as Seq Scan (sequence scan), full table scan and the like. The content reviewed by
review items of the execution plan review template is generally obtained from the basic information matched with the
SQL sentence. For example, whether the review execution time is greater than the preset execution time, it needs to
obtain the total number of executions and the total execution time from the basic information to obtain the average value,
that is, the execution time. It needs to obtain the execution operation in the basic information to review the high cost
operation. Each review item corresponds to a unique review item number. When the review is not passed, the unpassed
review item number can be recorded.
[0065] The reviewing module 640 is further configured to analyze the parsed result grammatically in accordance with
review items in the SQL grammar review template one by one, and review the parsed result and/or the basic information
according to the analyzed result to obtain the review result.
[0066] The SQL grammar review template is configured to review the syntax and semantics of the SQL sentence
itself. The review items of the SQL grammar review template may include prohibiting from using "select *", prohibiting
from repeating the query clause, update while prohibiting from using the order by clause, update while must using the
where clause, prohibiting from nesting the select clause, delete while must using the where clause, delete while prohibiting
the order by clause, delete while prohibiting from using the limit clause and the like. The review items of prohibiting from
repeating the query clause can improve the execution efficiency of the SQL sentence. The review items of update while
prohibiting from using the order by clause, delete while prohibiting the order by clause and delete while prohibiting from
using the limit clause can prevent from unnecessary ordering in DML (Data Manipulation Language) process. The review
items of update while must using the where clause and delete while must using the where clause can prevent the full
table lock in the DML process. The SQL tree parsed result is analyzed and reviewed in accordance with each review
item in the SQL grammar review template one by one to obtain the review result.
[0067] Each review item in the preset review template can correspond to a different review value to score the reviewed
SQL sentence. When the review item is not passed, the review values corresponding to the unpassed review items will
be deducted from the total review values of the SQL sentence. After the review is completed, the final review value can
be obtained. The degree that performance of the SQL sentence is good or bad can be clearly obtained by scoring the
SQL sentence. For example, the review data corresponding to the slow query and the high cost operation in the execution
plan review template are 1 point and 2 points respectively. The total review value of the SQL sentence is 100 points. If
the SQL sentence does not satisfy the review items of the slow query, 1 point will be deducted, and the final review
value is 99 points.
[0068] In the embodiment, the parsed result obtained by parsing the SQL sentence and/or the basic information
matched with the SQL sentence is reviewed in accordance with the execution plan review template and the SQL grammar
review template one by one. SQL in the database with the incomplete data dictionary information can be reviewed more
deeply, so that the SQL review is more targeted and the accuracy of SQL review can be improved effectively.
[0069] Referring to Fig. 8, in an embodiment, in addition to the obtaining module 610, the extracting module 620, the
parsing module 630, the reviewing module 640 and the generating module 650, the above device of reviewing SQL
further includes an establishing module 660 and a displaying module 670.
[0070] The establishing module 660 is configured to extract a SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed
in the review result set to establish a SQL baseline.
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[0071] The SQL baseline is configured to record data related to the SQL sentence the review result of which is not
passed and the change process of status. The SQL baseline can include the SQL sentence content, the SQL number,
the database name, the user name, the review item number the review result of which is not passed, the review status
and the like. When the SQL baseline is established, the review status is non-pass. When the database administrator
rectifies the SQL sentence, the review status can be modified as pass.
[0072] Referring to Fig. 9, in an embodiment, the establishing module 620 includes a sentence extraction unit 662,
an obtainment unit 664 and a determination unit 666.
[0073] The sentence extraction unit 662 is configured to extract the SQL sentence the review result of which is not
passed in the review result set.
[0074] The obtainment unit 664 is configured to obtain a SQL number of the SQL sentence the review result of which
is not passed and an unpassed review item number.
[0075] The server can extract the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set to
establish the SQL baseline, can obtain the SQL sentence content and the SQL number of the SQL sentence the review
result of which is not passed, the database name, the user name, the unpassed review item number and other information.
[0076] The determination unit 666 is configured to determine whether there is a matched SQL baseline according to
the SQL number and the unpassed review item number; if yes, marking a status of the SQL baseline as non-pass; or
else, establishing the SQL baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item number.
[0077] Each unpassed review item of the SQL sentence can correspond to a unique SQL baseline, that is to say, each
SQL baseline has a unique corresponding SQL number and an unpassed review item number. If there are a plurality of
unpassed review items of the SQL sentence, it needs to establish a plurality of corresponding SQL baselines. After the
server extracts the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set and obtain the SQL
number and the unpassed review item number, it can firstly look up whether there is a corresponding SQL baseline in
the review database according to the SQL number. If yes, then it further looks up whether there is a SQL baseline
matched with the review item number from the SQL baseline corresponding to the SQL number. If yes, it does not need
to reestablish the SQL baseline, and it only needs to modify the review status of the matched SQL baseline as non-pass.
[0078] The displaying module 670 is configured to analyze the SQL baseline to obtain SQL review data, and display
the SQL review data.
[0079] The server can extract a newly established SQL baseline or a baseline the status of which is remarked as non-
pass at a preset time interval from the review database during a preset time period to obtain the review data of SQL,
such as at one-hour interval, at three-hour interval and the like. The SQL review data can include the SQL sentence
content, the SQL number, the database name, the user name, the review item number the review result of which is not
passed and other contents, and can be displayed by the terminal. The database administrator can modify the SQL
sentence according to the displayed SQL review data to make it conform to the review item. After modification is com-
pleted, the review status of the SQL baseline can be modified according to the modified result. If the review item of the
SQL sentence the review result is not passed has been modified, the review status of the SQL baseline matched with
the modified review item number can be marked as pass. In other embodiments, a baseline report may be generated
at a time period, for example, a baseline daily report is generated and a baseline monthly report is generated. All newly
generated SQL baselines and the SQL baselines the review statuses of which have been modified are recorded in the
baseline report during the time period, so that the database administrator is convenient to understand changes in the
SQL baseline in the review database.
[0080] In the embodiment, the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed is extracted in the review result
set to establish the SQL baseline, so that the database administrator is convenient to modify the SQL sentence the
review result of which is not passed in the database, which improves the efficiency of SQL review work efficiently, and
facilitates enhancing data processing performance of the database.
[0081] Each module in the above device of reviewing SQL may be implemented in whole or in part by software,
hardware, and combinations thereof. For example, in implementation of hardware, the above displaying module 670
can transmit SQL review data to the terminal by the network interface on the server, so that the terminal can display the
SQL review data; the reviewing module 640 can review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance
with review items in the preset review template one by one by the processor of the server; wherein, the processor may
be a central processing unit (CPU), a microprocessor, or the like. Each module described above may be embedded in
or independent from the processor in the server in the form of the hardware, or may be stored in the ROM in the server
in the form of the software, so that the processor calls the operations performed by each module described above.
[0082] It can be understood by those skilled in the art that all or a part of the processes in the method of the embodiments
described above may be accomplished by means of the associated hardwares instructed by a computer program, and
the computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage apparatus. When the program is executed, an
embodiment flow of each method described above may be included. The storage apparatus may be a magnetic disk,
an optical disk, a read only memory (ROM).
[0083] Various features of the above embodiments can be combined in any manner. For simplicity of description, all
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possible combinations of various features in the above embodiments are not described. However, these combinations
of these features should be regarded in the scope described in the specification as long as they do not contradict with
each other.
[0084] Although the invention is illustrated and described herein with reference to specific embodiments, the invention
is not intended to be limited to the details shown. Rather, various modifications may be made in the details within the
scope and range of equivalents of the claims and without departing from the invention.

Claims

1. A method of reviewing structured query language (SQL), comprising:

Obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow
log data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review
template one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched
with the SQL sentence from the slow log data comprises:

analyzing the slow log data according to a preset format and generating a slow log data list; and
extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL sentence from
the slow log data list according to a field name in the slow log data list.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the preset review template comprises an execution plan review template;
the reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in the preset review
template one by one to obtain the review result comprises:
extracting data matched with review items in the execution plan review template in the basic information in accordance
with the review items one by one, and reviewing the data to obtain the review result.

4. The method of claim 1 or 3, wherein the preset review template comprises a SQL grammar review template;
the reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in the preset review
template one by one to obtain the review result comprises:
analyzing the parsed result grammatically in accordance with review items in the SQL grammar review template
one by one, and reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information according to the analyzed result to obtain
the review result.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein after the generating the review result set according to the review result, the method
further comprises:

extracting a SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set to establish a SQL
baseline; and
analyzing the SQL baseline to obtain SQL review data, and displaying the SQL review data.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the extracting the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the
review result set to establish the SQL baseline comprises:

extracting the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set;
obtaining a SQL number of the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed and an unpassed review
item number; and
determining whether there exists a matched SQL baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed
review item number; if yes, marking a status of the SQL baseline as non-pass; or else, establishing the SQL
baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item number.

7. A device of reviewing SQL, comprising:
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an obtaining module configured to obtain slow log data;
an extracting module configured to extract a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with
the SQL sentence from the slow log data;
a parsing module configured to identify and parse the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
a reviewing module configured to review the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with
review items in a preset review template one by one to obtain a review result; and
a generating module configured to generate a review result set according to the review result.

8. The device of claim 7, wherein the extracting module comprises:

a list generation unit configured to analyze the slow log data according to a preset format and generate a slow
log data list; and
an information extraction unit configured to extract the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information
matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log data list according to a field name in the slow log data list.

9. The device of claim 7, wherein the preset review template comprises an execution plan review template and a SQL
grammar review template;
the reviewing module is further configured to extract data matched with review items in the execution plan review
template in the basic information in accordance with the review items one by one, and review the data to obtain the
review result;
the reviewing module is further configured to analyze the parsed result grammatically in accordance with review
items in the SQL grammar review template one by one, and review the parsed result and/or the basic information
according to the analyzed result to obtain the review result.

10. The device of any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein the device further comprises:

an establishing module configured to extract a SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the
review result set to establish a SQL baseline; and
a displaying module configured to analyze the SQL baseline to obtain SQL review data, and display the SQL
review data.

11. The device of claim 10, wherein the establishing module comprises:

a sentence extraction unit configured to extract the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in
the review result set;
an obtainment unit configured to obtain a SQL number of the SQL sentence the review result of which is not
passed and an unpassed review item number; and
an determination unit configured to determine whether there is a matched SQL baseline according to the SQL
number and the unpassed review item number; if yes, marking a status of the SQL baseline as non-pass; or
else, establishing the SQL baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item number.

12. A server, comprising a processor and a memory storing computer executable instructions that, when executed by
the processor, cause the processor to perform operations comprising:

obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow
log data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review
template one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

13. The server of claim 12, wherein the extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched
with the SQL sentence from the slow log data comprises:

analyzing the slow log data according to a preset format and generating a slow log data list; and
extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL sentence from
the slow log data list according to a field name in the slow log data list.
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14. The server of claim 12, wherein the preset review template comprises an execution plan review template;
the reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in the preset review
template one by one to obtain the review result comprising:
extracting data matched with review items in the execution plan review template in the basic information in accordance
with the review items one by one, and reviewing the data to obtain the review result.

15. The server of claim 14, wherein the preset review template comprises a SQL grammar review template;
the reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in the preset review
template one by one to obtain the review result comprising:
analyzing the parsed result grammatically in accordance with review items in the SQL grammar review template
one by one, and reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information according to the analyzed result to obtain
the review result.

16. The server of claim 12, wherein after the step of generating the review result set according to the review result, the
computer executable instructions, when executed by the processor, further cause the processor to perform operations
comprising:

extracting a SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set to establish a SQL
baseline; and
analyzing the SQL baseline to obtain SQL review data, and displaying the SQL review data.

17. The server of claim 16, wherein the extracting the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the
review result set to establish the SQL baseline comprises:

extracting the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed in the review result set;
obtaining a SQL number of the SQL sentence the review result of which is not passed and an unpassed review
item number; and
determining whether there is a matched SQL baseline according to the SQL number and the unpassed review
item number; if yes, marking a status of the SQL baseline as non-pass; or else, establishing the SQL baseline
according to the SQL number and the unpassed review item number.

18. One or more storage apparatus storing computer executable instructions that, when executed by the one or more
processors, cause the one or more processors to perform the steps as follows:

obtaining slow log data;
extracting a SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information matched with the SQL sentence from the slow
log data;
identifying and parsing the SQL sentence to obtain a parsed result;
reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information in accordance with review items in a preset review
template one by one to obtain a review result; and
generating a review result set according to the review result.

19. The storage apparatus of claim 18, wherein the extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and basic information
matched with the SQL sentence from the slow log data comprises:

analyzing the slow log data according to a preset format and generating a slow log data list; and
extracting the SQL sentence to be reviewed and the basic information matched with the SQL sentence from
the slow log data list according to a field name in the slow log data list.

20. The storage apparatus of claim 18, wherein the preset review template comprises an execution plan review template
and a SQL grammar review template;
extracting data matched with review items in the execution plan review template in the basic information in accordance
with the review items one by one, and reviewing the data to obtain the review result; and
analyzing the parsed result grammatically in accordance with review items in the SQL grammar review template
one by one, and reviewing the parsed result and/or the basic information according to the analyzed result to obtain
the review result.
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